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Tilean Gazetter
Name

Size

Remas

CS

Stiani

Pop

Garrison

Wealth

Triumvirs
Poppeia, Julius,
Crassus

130000

350a/500b/5000c

5

Trade, Government, Fishing,
Boatbuilding

High Temples for
most cults, Administrative centre

T

Triumvirs
Poppeia, Julius,
Crassus

6000

100b/500c

4

Trade, Agriculture, Wine

Remas rules
directly, Capa Cuoco
head of garrison

Astiano

T

Conte Girolomo
Mazzuli

4000

20a/250c

3

Agriculture,
Sheep, Wine

Catrazza

T

Doge Jacoppo
Lombardi

650

10a/100b/50c

2

Agriculture,
Fishing

Urbino

T

Duca Giovanni
Pergolesi

5200

50a/600c

5

Trade, Fishing,
Agriculture

Scorcio

ST

Conte Andrea
Puccini

800

25b/60c

3

Agriculture,
Olive Oil

Varieno

T

Conte Fedrico
Campi

3750

50b/350c

3

Timber, Cattle,
Wine

Nonucci

F

Primus Pilus
Sabatine Mercer

100

10a/20c

2

Verezzo

CS

Signor Rossi

56000

170a/1200c

4

Trade, Agriculture, Industry, Wine

Scozzese

V

Conte di Argentisso

3500

40b/300c

3

Wine, Agriculture, Olive Oil

Rifraffa

ST

Conte Cesare
Lombroso

750

25b/25c

2

Wine, Agriculture

Spomanti

T

Conte Jacopo
Montaperti

3800

50b/450c

4

Wine, Agriculture, Cattle

Terenne

T

Conte Antonio
Montecchis

4500

50b/260c

3

Ore, Trade

Raverno

T

Conte Girolamo
Sordello

4000

50b/200c

3

Agriculture,
Wine, Sheep

Olesi

T

Duca Matteo
Boiardo

6400

100b/500c

3

Fishing, Agriculture, Trade,

Luccini

CS

Prince Lorenzo
Lupo

196000

300a/800b/3000c

5

Religion, Government, Trade,
Shipbuilding

T

Prince Georgio
Sideri

5100

60a/400c

3

Wine, Fishing,
Boatbuilding

T

Prince Lorenzo
Lupo

5000

75a/750c

4

Fishing, Agriculture, Wine

Duchessa Veronica di Padua

5100

25a/500c

3

Timber, Sheep,
Trade

Portomaggiore
Minotupa
Capelli

Ruler

Fishing

Aldente

T

Conte Marsilius
Natta

2550

25b/100c

3

Wine, Agriculture, Olive Oil

Pavezzano

T

Duca Baldassare
Peruzzi

5600

60a/1700c

4

Trade, Fishing
Agriculture

Monte Castello

F

Comandante di
Meglio

2250

150a/100c

3

Fishing, Cattle

Pugno

ST

Marchesa Lucrezia Petrarch

850

34b/70c

2

Organza

ST

Duke Guillano
Organao

231

10a/23b/39c

2

Mining, Goats

Kazad
Frankund

F

King Garil
Thunderclap

230

200b

2

Government

Karak Eksfilaz

DH

King Hergar
Steelclad

5000

1000b/200c

3

M

King Hergar
Steelclad

57

8c

2

Ore

F

King Garil
Thunderclap

150

120b

2

Government

Grung Mizpal
Karak Sedazund
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Agriculture,
Wine

Trade, Ore, Metalwork

Approx 1000 refugees and Miragliano
fleet now here

Island village, home
to Myrmidian prison

Largest city in Tilea

Karak Grom

DH

King Garil
Thunderclap

3200

640b/120c

3

Trade, Ore, Metalwork

Khazid Urbaz

V

King Garil
Thunderclap

90

10b/6c

2

Ore, Metalwork

DH

King Skal Redbeard

2500

500b

3

Trade, Ore, Metalwork

Toscania

CS

Duchesa Patrizia
Malpighi

8700

150a/2000c

3

Trade, Wine,
Ore, Goats

Porto Real

T

Governor
Emeric Gorge

1200

10b/150c

3

Sugar, Tobacco

Porto Sarba

ST

Governor
Koenraad de
Graeff

320

10b/30c

2

Fishing Trade,,
Piracy

Aguilas

CS

Marquis Juan
Narciso

13000

180b/1500c

4

Boatbuilding,
Trade, Govern,
Plantatioion

Porto Espejo

ST

400

20b/35c

2

Fishing, Plantation

Miragliano

CS

Duce Vincenzo
Cornuti

93000

200a/400b/2600c

5

Trade, Boatbuilding, Government, Fishing

Cera-Scuro

F

Gov* Dominico
Caraccioli

120

50b/10c

2

Government,
Trade,Piracy

Gorgon's Ola

V

Bacino Reale

T

Lord Gov di
Giudice

252

4b/52c

2

Udolpho

T

Conte Guilio
Uberti

4200

150a/1000c

3

Ore, Timber,
Wine

Ebino

T

3600

40a/200c

3

Trade, Agriculture, Cattle

Ravola

ST

Contessa
Patrizia Malpighi

850

25b/35c

2

Wine, Agriculture

Campogrotta

T

Conte Guido
Novello

3500

100a/400b

3

Trade, Goats,
Ore

Trantio

CS

Prince Giorgio
da Vignola

11000

150a/200b/700c

4

Trade, Agriculture, Goats

Pavona

CS

Prince Emanuele
Orlando

12500

100a/350b/500c

4

Trade, Agriculture, Wine, Sheep

Raganos

ST

Duquesa Tigridia Arlanza

910

35b/50c

2

Ore, Woodworking

Durango

ST

Duque Nuno
Rasura

850

32b/50c

2

Sheep, Ore

Guanir

ST

Duque Inigo
Arista

720

28b/45c

2

Timber

Sartosa

CS

King Giovanni
Barbarossa

3000

1200b/1800c

5

Piracy, Trade,
Slavery, Fishing

Tobaro

CS

Prince Tibaldus
Marsarius de Vela

18000

100a/1200c

4

Trade, Ore,
Gemstones, Fishing

Alimento

V

Conte Guido
Novello

90

5b/10c

2

K. Kaferkammaz

Marcos de Nizza

Conte Galeazzo

Port

Recent reports indicate razed by Skaven

Trade

Trade, Ore

Settlement Size CS=City State(any size), C=City (10000+), T=Town (1000-10000), ST=Small Town (100-1000), V=Village (1-100), F=Fort (any size),
M=Mine (any size) R=Ruin, DH=Dwarf Hold(any size), Wealth (1=impoverished, 5=very rich), Garrison/Militia Quality: Excellent = A, Average = B, Poor = C
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Chapter 7: Luccini

ilea is defined by its great cities; vast melting pots of civilisation rivalling even Altdorf and Marienburg. Tilea’s
cities stand like bastions of achievement in the bright southern
sun, but the real fortunes are made (and lost) in their darkened
houses and alleyways. Visitors are easy prey for the greedy and
unscrupulous – and sometimes those with darker designs.
This chapter details Luccini, Remas and Verezzo; three cities
which currently dominate political life in Tilea.

T

Luccini
The city of Luccini was founded in O IC by the twins Lucan
and Luccina. Following is a brief summary of the city’s history
according to legends and stories.
Legend holds that the temple complex at the heart of the
Acropolis was first inhabited by priests of Morr and the other
Classical gods millennia ago. The exact date of Luccini’s
founding has been questioned by scholars for centuries, but
whatever the truth of the matter, Luccini was certainly a religious community by the year -100 IC when some of Luccini’s
priests departed to journey around Tilea at the time the Southern League rose to power and travel became safer.

The Founding of Luccini
Around -20 IC the twins Lucan and Luccina, patron gods of
the city, were born to one of the many shepherd tribes inhabiting the ruins of the Elven colony surrounding the Acropolis.
The twins’ mother was an unmarried young girl at the time. To
save herself from shame, the mother abandoned her infants in
the colony's ruins, where few dared to tread for fear of waking ancient ghosts. While abandonment was fairly common
in that time, healthy children such as the twins were usually
spared. The popular story holds that Morr himself intervened
and declared that the children were unready to leave the mortal
realm. The god of Death bade Lupus (or Ulric, depending on
the source) to send one of his servants and care for the children
until they were grown.
For 5 years the twins dwelt in a cave near the Theatre of
Ravens until they were found by a pilgrim shepherd journeying
to the temple. The pilgrim’s first instinct was to kill the children
out of mercy. However, for some reason he took pity on the
wild, underfed children; unloved and unwanted, clutching at
the breast of a dying she-wolf. The pilgrim adopted Lucan
and Luccina, took them to the temple to be blessed, and then
returned to his tribe where he raised them.
During Tilea’s unification under Myrmidia, the Southern
League appointed the twins as living embodiments of the gods’
blessings on the Acropolis, and by extension the entire land. At
a pre-battle feast, the twins were invited to speak at the head
table. Unexpectedly, the twins decried the corruption of the
priesthood and declared that many had turned their backs upon
the laymen. As proof, the children pointed to the caves of their
childhood home, located so close to the priesthood but ignored
by them for so long. The twins then criticised the Prince of Teal
who led the army, for which they were immediately clapped in

irons. If not for Myrmidia’s success in the next day’s battle, the
twins would surely have been executed.
Lucan and Luccina swore fealty to the warrior queen Myrmidia and went on to lead a regiment in her battles against the
Southern League and later Estalia. A month before Myrmidia’s
fateful coronation, the twins appealed for the right to found a
city at their birthplace. Myrmidia graciously granted them this
right, and also promised support and financial aid.
It is widely known that Myrmidia died at her coronation,
before she was able to provide the support that had been promised. However, Lucan and Luccina founded the city anyway,
amid great controversy. The Acropolis priests opposed the new
colony at every turn, organising raids to disrupt the economy
and invoking ghosts from the ruins to spread fear among the
settlement’s nervous inhabitants. Only the lowly priests of Morr
refused to engage in this spiteful campaign of sabotage.
On the fateful day of Lucan and Luccina’s 30th birthday, a
fire gutted the inside of the temple complex. No one is entirely
sure how the fire started, but some say it was the gods’ judgement on their shameful priests. Others claim the twins hired
arsonists who entered the temple complex and fought their
way past its defenders until they reached the tunnels of the
Acropolis. Only the priests who sheltered themselves within
the chamber at the heart of the Acropolis were spared from the
blaze. From that day onwards, Morr’s servants alone inhabited
the mountain and visitors never stayed for long.
When Lucan and Luccina died on the same day at age 55,
the religious people of Luccini believed the twins’ lives had
been a miracle. The more worldly citizens were concerned that
each twin had raised nearly a dozen children who had become
popular leaders in their own right. It was only hours after Luccan and Luccina’s deaths that the first fights broke out, and the
fighting continues even today. Around half of the city’s popula-
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tion believes Luccan’s descendants, the Lupo clan, should be
the princes of the city, while the other half is convinced that
Luccina’s children, the di Lucci clan, should rule. Currently
Lucan’s last direct descendant Lorenzo Lupo is in charge of
Luccini, enforcing generally benign laws, however he has expelled many di Lucci supporters including Leonardo di Lucci’s
famous Leopard Company.

Power and Politics
Over its history Luccini has dominated the southern plains
of Tilea militarily. The city’s pikemen are ideally suited to the
flat Plain of Luccini while its navy is the strongest force against
the pirates of Sartosa. Military supremacy once ensured that
few other city-states were able to influence the south politically,
however with the increasing security of the Pass of the Dark
Maiden and the Old Dwarf Pass, trade between other city-states
may soon be able to bypass Luccini entirely.
Luccini’s appearance makes it an appropriate location for
the centre of Tilea’s cult of Morr. The city is surrounded by the
dark ruins of the ancient Elven city. Its buildings are made of
bone white marble, with roofs of dark terracotta and black slate.
Perhaps to offset the city’s dour appearance, Luccini’s citizens
prefer their rulers to have an easy sense of humour. Rulers who
are judged to be excessively surly are often overthrown by
more jovial princes with a mob at their backs. Lorenzo's sense
of humour so far has mainly involved banana skins and spikes,
so he has become popular with the crowds. There’s a saying in
Luccini: “the prince is more dangerous when laughing”.
Luccini is the largest port in the south of Tilea, making it a
major trading hub with plenty of exports. Luccini’s merchants
have access to the crops of the south, olive oil from the plains,
wood from the Sussurrio forest and fine goods from the other
southern cities. Additionally, Luccini dominates the trade of
exotic goods from far Lustria and the Thousand Islas thanks to
its sizeable fleet of galleys and willingness to hire privateers.
Luccini imports an enormous amount of food for the hordes of
pilgrims that frequently swell its population to bursting point.
When food supplies are low, tensions rise between the city’s
inhabitants and the visiting pilgrims. Pilgrims are especially
abundant during the Grand Conclave of Morr which is held
every 10 years (see ToS).
The city is also a haven for scholars. The Acropolis’ vaults
contain many texts supposedly written before the founding
of the Reman Empire. Lost libraries housing detailed funeral
writings and votive offerings are occasionally uncovered
amongst the miles of catacombs beneath Luccini. The priests
of the Acropolis sadly neglected the catacomb texts for many
centuries, and many of the subterranean libraries have been
looted and stripped of their most valuable books over the years.
Others have collapsed and become inaccessible. In 1400 IC,
the Conclave of Morr voted to permit priests of Verena access to the catacomb libraries so they could copy and preserve
the remaining texts for future generations. The Verenans have
uncovered many historical records from ancient Tilea in the
process of their ongoing biblioarchaeological project prompting
interest from the city of Remas.

Locations in the City
1. The Theatre of Ravens
Built on the ruins of an ancient Elven building on the Acropolis, the Theatre of Ravens dominates Luccini’s skyline. The
temple marks the eastern extent of the city’s Old Quarter. The
Theatre of Ravens was famously not covered by the Aurelian

Walls that protected the whole city when it was first founded.
The Morrian priests of Luccini at the time refused to allow the
Prince to block access to mourners who brought their dead to
be entombed at this place.
The temple is a vast, circular building with a massive, unsupported dome constructed on a scale still unsurpassed by other
cities. Some legends have even sprung up around its creation
as it seems almost impossible for humans to have built such a
magnificent structure, in truth it is a relic of the First Reman
Empire. The building’s exterior has twenty-eight entrances,
each with no door but only a solid, open arch as befits the strictures of Morr’s cult. Priests, monks and knights bustle through
the side rooms of the temple proper and the greater temple
complex. The temple complex includes two monasteries, a
separate building for the female priests, and a barrack house for
the Black Guards who stand on silent sentry duty.
The Theatre of Ravens is the heart of the cult of Morr, and it
remains independent from the rulers of Luccini. However, no
supreme leader of Morr’s cult exists in Luccini (or elsewhere,
for that matter). Instead, representatives from every temple in
the Old World visit the Theatre and debate theological issues
with their colleagues. Once each decade, the cult of Morr holds
a grand convocation in Luccini to debate matters of cult policy.
Decisions are reached democratically, and thesis reports are
distributed to all Morrian temples in the Old World.
Because of its important administrative role, the Theatre
of Ravens has also become a place of learning attended by
litigants, scribes and scholars. Members of the cult who spend a
Burial Customs
Much like the Empire, every city in Tilea has multiple
shrines to Morr and at least one temple to the god. However,
Tileans practice a number of customs for disposing of corpses
that are rare or non-existent in the north.
Tileans sometimes use the purifying heat of flames to cremate bodies on a pyre. The ashes are then gathered in a clay
or metal pot and given to the family to dispose of as they see
fit. Some noble families maintain elaborate vaults containing the ashes of long dead family members; others inter their
ancestors in fine tombs or shrines. The local temple of Morr
is usually willing to retain funeral urns for safekeeping. These
vessels are either stowed away in alcoves or immured within
the walls of the temple itself, with the deceased’s name written on nearby plaques for identification. However, not even
Morr’s sanctuary can guarantee the deceased’s’ safety from
necromancers who seek out human ashes to fuel foul magical
rituals
Coastal and mountain regions have their own funeral
customs. Burial at sea can often involve using the corpse as
bait to placate sea monsters or shoals of sharks. In isolated
mountain towns, bodies are left for carrion birds (or worse)
to dispose of. This has caused much strife between different
sects of the cult of Morr, many of them see such practices as
barbaric while others see them as practical in certain conditions. Elsewhere this is just how things have always been
done and woe to a wandering priest of Morr who stumbles
upon such a ceremony and objects.
Regardless of specific burial methods, the cult of Morr
insists on overseeing the funeral ritual where it can. Any
experimentation on corpses is strictly forbidden, although the
soul has moved on the body belongs to Morr as payment for
its passage
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great deal of time in the Theatre are affectionately known as
Ravens, named after Morr’s sacred birds that can be found
nesting around the Theatre in huge numbers.
The catacombs beneath the temple are mostly of Elven
manufacture, and the simple stone sarcophagi nearest the
temple hold Elven remains. The rest of the complex has been
used for human burials. The deceased are interred by a variety
of methods ranging from simple wooden coffins, to muslin
wraps, to elaborately carved sarcophagi adorned with precious
metals and frescos. At the deepest level of the catacombs is
the Chamber of Lileath, which contains a vast circular pool of
water surrounded by sigils of apparent Elven design.
Guided by their dreams, priests and devout laymen alike
come to the Chamber of Lileath to bathe. Despite there being
only one entrance to the pool, over the years several bathers
who were later reported missing had never actually been seen
exiting the Chamber of Lileath, according to their colleagues.

2. Dock Ward
The Dock Ward of Luccini is packed with warehouses, offices and shops covering fourteen acres around the mouth of
the River Trevere as it makes its way into the Sea of Tilea. The
buildings are clustered around a series of great piazzas where
Luccini’s guildsmen trade their goods with merchants and recruit men to crew their ships. Interspersed with the other buildings are many watermills that drive Luccini’s industry, powering machines that produce textiles, paper and metal goods.
Many foreigners dwell within the Dock Ward, including merchants looking for trade opportunities and mercenaries seeking
employment. Exclusive inns such as the famous “Black Pearl
of the Two Seas” and the “Sorcerer’s Head” line the market
piazzas. These dockside inns cater almost exclusively to the
rich foreign merchants who come to buy and sell wares. The
docks are also home to Luccini’s fine fleet of Wargalleys, which
is the envy of other Tilean ports. Luccini has a long tradition of
seafaring, and officers and crew of the Luccini Navy are commonly seen around the district.
The current rumour around the dockside piazzas is that

Prince Lorenzo Lupo’s youngest son Giordano Paolo Lupo has
run away to join a band of cutthroats and mercenaries.

3. The Palazzo of Rectitude
This modestly elegant structure is home to the Laughing
Prince’s judiciary, interrogation chambers and law-courts.
The Palazzo also contains three fighting pits used for resolving ordeals by combat. As the number of merchants in Luccini
increases, so also does the army of litigants, scribes and other
staff who serve the palazzo. In fact, the palazzo proper cannot
contain all who work there, making the taverns and piazzas
around the palazzo important places to conduct legal business. Royal litigants are commonly seen dealing with clients
at a table next to scribes frantically writing reports and judicial
champions having a quick drink before their next bout.
The Prince of Luccini also appoints many scholars, called
‘Emendators’, who are skilled in law, accounting and other
specialised branches of knowledge. Emendators are empowered
to inspect government departments and merchant houses within
the city for irregularities such as incompetence, tax evasion
or worship of forbidden powers. These shadowy figures, accompanied by ranks of black-armoured guards, are feared by
people in positions of power. Emendators are also judges with
the authority to sentence people found guilty of corruption to
death, torture or to the benches of the galleys.

4. The Fratelli Ward, the Cittàladro
The northernmost area of the Old City, called the Fratelli
Ward, is encompassed by the Aurelian Walls. The ward is a
maze of small workshops, dilapidated tenement houses and
bazaars packed together in a melting pot. This district has
absorbed much of Luccini’s immigrant population due to its
cheap housing. The widely despised Strigany have settled here
in great numbers and live alongside Arabyan migrants. The
Strigany offer cultural curiosities such as fortune-telling, lucky
charms, potions and exotic entertainment for good prices.
Crime families made up of thugs and racketeers thrive in the
Fratelli Ward, and the Luccini watch is unable or unwilling
to patrol its streets. Fences, forgers and a host of other illegal
professions openly ply their wares in the many piazzas, as do
monks and cultists of strange gods. Young nobles and merchants often visit this district to partake of its dubious attractions, although they usually wear bandanas over their faces.
Visitors often wear pomanders on their belts, for the Fratelli
Ward is a festering ground for diseases during all but the coldest months.

5. The de Roelef Lace Workhouse
Just outside the Aurelian Walls on the southern side of the
city stands the House de Roelef compound. Although the merchants of House de Roelef dwell in the more prestigious Acropolis Ward, this forbidding building of dull red brick houses
their main Luccini interest: lace production. The complex also
doubles as a debtor’s prison where those who owe House de
Roelef money can opt for voluntary confinement in lieu of having their case heard at the Palazzo of Rectitude. Debtors know
that the Prince’s justice is often a sure death sentence, either by
axe or chained to a galley’s oar. Entire families dwell inside the
small cells of the de Roelef Lace Workhouse, spending their
days sewing delicate bone lace in the traditional Luccini and
Marienburg styles.
The cheap lace produced in this manner allows De Roelef
merchants to undercut not only the Lace Makers’ Guilds in
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Estalia and Bretonnia, but also the other guilds of Luccini.
The city’s merchant houses frequently petition Prince Lorenzo
to end De Roelef’s competitive advantage. However, despite
House de Roelef ‘s virtual monopoly on the trade of cloth and
liquors from the Empire, there seems little chance that the
prince will move against them. Some agitators have called for
direct action by the populace itself to shut down the workhouse,
perhaps motivated by the other merchant houses.

6. Isola del san Andrea

pire and Bretonnia find this practice utterly incomprehensible.

8. The Noose and Anchor
The multi-storey Noose and Anchor is an inn, theatre and
dancing hall catering to the many travellers and visitors that
come to Luccini’s Dock Ward. Owned by Nazario Rizzo, a retired Luccini naval captain, The Noose and Anchor is a popular
spot with cheap rooms available at late hours. Nazario Rizzo
hires mercenaries to maintain order and ensure his guests feel
secure within the premises. Although rich merchants and nobles
prefer to stay in the more expensive inns of the Acropolis ward,
the Noose and Anchor is a place where up-and-coming merchants often rub shoulders with middle-ranking naval officers
and itinerant adventurers.
The Noose and Anchor is a haven for criminals as well, particularly organised gangs like the infamous Cosche and Omertà
gangs. Luigi Sauro, a dealer in curios and a noted fence, operates from one of the inn’s guest rooms. Luigi once served as
Nazario Rizzo’s quartermaster and actually owns a share in
the business. Meanwhile the leader of the Omertà gang, Paolo

Located at the harbour entrance, this island includes a coastal
bastion that was originally constructed during the Crusades
against Araby. More recently, the fortress was designated as
a home to Luccini’s Guild of Philosophers and Engineers, for
inventors can conduct their experiments here without risking
burning down the whole city. The walls of the bastion bristle
with experimental cannons, rockets and other weaponry designed to prove Tilea’s engineering dominance over the Dwarfs
and the Empire. However, many Tilean devices are built with
no regard for safety or practicality, provoking shock and outrage from their rivals in the mechanical arts.
The fortress technically falls under the rule of the
Isabella Marconi Street Vendor and Woman of Mystery
crown of Luccini, but it holds a charter granting de
Career: Spy (Ex-Camp Follower)
facto independence in all matters apart from war. The
Main Profile
fortress even mints its own currency which is conWS
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sidered purer than Luccini’s own debased coinage.
Around the bastion are markets and gardens displayStart
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Isola del san Andrea with their loved ones to relax.
During trips to the island, visitors often hire guild enSecondary Profile
gineers to maintain their estates. Luccini’s engineers
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are renowned for designing towers that lean at absurd
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achievement of Tilean architecture since the time of
Leonardo di Miragliano.
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7. The Palazzo Fabliaux
The Acropolis Ward’s Palazzo Fabliaux is by far the
most prestigious of Luccini’s bathhouses. Each morning, musicians announce its opening with trumpets
and drums. The Palazzo Fabliaux is more than just
a place to be washed by attendants; the bathhouse is
also a communal meeting place where guests’ class
affiliations are shed along with their clothing. Noblemen and ladies mix with immigrants from Araby and
initiates of Shallya.
Some pools are devoted entirely to exercise, and
the Palazzo Fabliaux also includes large steam rooms
for sweating out dirt and illness. Even banquets take
place in the baths occasionally, with food floated out
on specially-made wooden tables. Much like Luccini’s other bathhouses, the Palazzo Fabliaux is a hive
of covert politics, scandalous behaviour, and occasionally assassinations.
Impressive statues adorn the Palazzo Fabliaux’s
humid interior. The most infamous statue, carved by
Grottio, allegedly represents the seduction of Shallya
by her own uncle, the god of murder Khaine. Baths
are not segregated by gender, but an unwritten tradition of decency requires married women to wear veils
within the baths, while men are expected to keep their
hats or turbans on. Visiting merchants from the Em-
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Skills: Common Knowledge (Tilea, Araby, Estalia), Concealment, Disguise, Drive, Evaluate, Gossip +20, Haggle, Lip Reading, Perception, Performer (Actor), Pick Lock, Search, Secret Language (Thief), Shadowing,
Silent Move, Sleight of Hand, Speak Language (Estalian, Tilean, Breton),
Trade (Cook)
Talents: Dealmaker, Flee!, Hardy, Linguistics, Resistance to Disease,
Schemer, Seasoned Traveller, Suave
Armour: Light Armour (Leather Jack, Thick Leather boots)
Armour Points: Head 1, Arms 0, Body 1, Legs 1
Weapons: Hand Weapon, Poison Darts, Rapier Wit
Trappings: Disguise Kit, Homing Pigeons, Small cookery cart, Contacts
throughout Remas
Background: Talk around the houses of the nobility says that if
somethings worth finding out then its worth finding out from Il Diva. By
night Isabella is Il Diva, a spy for the Prince himself and there is little that
she cannot find out about a mark.
Born on the streets of Remas before running away to follow a
mercenary regiment in an attempt to strike it lucky Isabella has led a hard
yet varied life. After one to many of the regiments officers died after a
defeat or due to low pay the culprit was narrowed down to Isabella and her
tasty pies, naturally Isabella left the regiment in some hurry.
Returning to Luccini for refuge she now spends her days selling cheap
food on the steps of the Palazzo of Rectitude and her nights indulging her
tastes for adventure and intrigue, hiring her services out to the highest
bidder.
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Omertà, is applying increasing pressure on Luigi to gain a cut
of his considerable profits. It might only be a matter of time
before Nazario Rizzo takes matters into his own hands and
declares a vendetta that will set the entire Dock Ward alight.

9. The Twin Temple
Second in size only to the Theatre of Ravens, Luccini’s Twin
Temple stands at the very centre of the Acropolis, over the very
cave where the twin gods Luccina and Lucan once sheltered as
mortal children. Attendance at the Twin Temple and the many
other small shrines that dot the city is very popular, in part due
to the crippling fines that are levied on any citizen of Luccini
who dares to miss the weekly service.
Adorning this massive building are many golden images
of Holy Leopards , cryptic astrological symbols and statues
of the Divine Twins. White-robed priests perform services to
both deities here. Lucan’s services traditionally take place at
midday while his sister’s observances are held during the night.
Initiates perform services throughout the day, sacrificing meat
and wine to placate the mythical two-headed leopard with
three tails that still dwells deep in the cave complex below the
Acropolis, according to legend.
In 2505, the head of the Leopard Company of temple Guardians, Leopoldo de Lucci, attempted to claim the throne of
Luccini with the backing of the Twin Temple. However, the
priests betrayed de Lucci at a vital moment, handing the crown
to Lorenzo Lupo instead. In his anger, Leopoldo disavowed the
sacred oaths, led his Leopard Company to break down the temple’s golden doors, and cast the treacherous priests into the sea
below. Leopoldo and his company then fled Luccini, roaming
Tilea as swords for hire to this day.
A little known fact outside of the Plains of Luccini is that the
Twin Temple plays a major part in funding Luccini’s settlement
of the Cactus Coast in Lustria. In the colony of Nuevo Luccini, residents’ taxes are used to supplement the Twin Temple’s
funding for a local temple of Lucan that was recently established by the Twin cult. The Lucanite temple in Nuevo Luccini
is run by another exiled candidate for Luccini’s throne, Father
Brannardi.

10. The Palazzo of the Sea
The Breezefinders of Luccini are among the best navigators
in the Old World. Aspiring navigators are required to plot the
crossing to the Lustrian colony of Nuevo Luccini three times
before receiving official status. The Palazzo of Breezefinders is
a veritable fortress that dominates the docks and conspicuously
demonstrates the extortionate prices charged by the guild. The
Palazzo of the Sea incorporates the harbour’s lighthouse and an
ornate temple to Manann.
Inside the tower, navigators raise their families and hand
down the secret arts of navigation from generation to generation. Children who prove to be ungifted in the navigator’s arts
are employed in other nautical roles such as pearl diving, fishing or marine duty.
Many Breezefinders study the science of naval warfare. One
of the guild’s most prized secrets is the art of brewing Fell Fire,
a formula that is keenly desired by the engineers of Isola del
san Andrea. The dreaded Fell Fire is a pitch-like substance that
sticks to anything and burns fiercely, remaining ablaze even
when doused with water. Centuries ago, the Breezefinders stole
the formula for Fell Fire from the alchemists of Araby who
were rumoured to combine heathen science with the magic of
flame Daemons.

11. The Spiral Minaret
This inn is a popular meeting place for merchants and nobility, located in the heart of the Acropolis ward. The Spiral Minaret has been owned by the Elf Legolam Silverspear for over a
hundred years. The inn is a quality establishment that caters to
small volume, high profile clients. The Spiral Minaret’s beds
are the softest in town and its wines are of the oldest vintages.
Guests are attended by dedicated young valets of both genders
that cater to their every whim. Minor services performed by
valets are discretely charged to the client’s bill, which is collected in full at checkout.
The cult of Morr would pay handsomely for Legolam’s
knowledge of the Elven ruins in Luccini, but thus far the Elf
has resisted their modest offers. It’s rumoured that several
people have approached Legolam with promises of vast wealth,
but the Elf seems impervious to persuasion. Many believe that
Legolam’s silence is largely a consequence of his close friendship with Prince Lorenzo Lupo’s current champion, the exiled
High Elf Asarnil the Dragonlord.

12. The Blackstone Passages
Luccini stands on the foundations of an Elven metropolis that
once covered an area several times larger than the present city’s
expanse. During the fierce fighting of the War of the Beard, the
Elven metropolis was levelled by Dwarfs from Karak Grom.
Today, the only remnants of this vast city are small clusters of
black-stoned ruins jutting from the surrounding plains.
The aboveground ruins are merely shattered remnants of their
former glory, but many of these sites provide entry to an extensive series of subterranean passageways connected to the city’s
sewers and catacombs. Smugglers and brigands from the Cittàladro use the Elven tunnels to bypass the guards patrolling the
Aurelian Walls. Meanwhile, archaeologists and tomb robbers
explore the passageways for their own sake, seeking abandoned
artefacts and other riches. The tunnels are also inhabited by
the usual Goblin and Skaven clans that plague the residents of
Tilean cities.
Wizards and priests avoid the Blackstone Passages, for they
can see the pools of stagnant dark magic that formed in places
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where ancient Dwarf runes of vengeance long ago disrupted
the pure streams of High Elf magic. The Undead flock to these
tainted passages like moths to a flame. Haunting screams and
laughter echo through sections of the tunnels when Morrslieb
waxes, scaring all right-minded folk away. However, during
these auspicious times necromancers and warlocks roam the
tunnels seeking powerful servants suffused by the potent magic
of Dhar.

that ravage Luccini. The grounds of the Lazaretto are devoid
of other buildings, for no one wishes to live near this renowned
house of disease. Instead, the hospice is surrounded by open
meadows and flowerbeds maintained by initiates and patients.
Within the confines of the estate, the Sisters enforce a regimen of healthy exercise and regular baths in the nearby sea.
Plague doctors wearing distinctive carrion-crow masks of Morr
attend the Lazaretto regularly. Morr’s doctors are actually undertakers who consign patients that slip beyond the Sisters’ care
into the house of Shallya’s father instead.
Traditionally, the princes of Luccini have bestowed their
blessing upon the Lazaretto. Luccini’s nobles often speed along
the hospice parkways in ornate gilded carriages, laughing at the
poverty and deformities of the city’s most unfortunate citizens.
Many a court jester has been recruited from among the patients
declared cured by the priestesses of Shallya.

15. Piazza della Danarosi
This luxurious square near the docks welcomes the city’s
infrequent Elvish visitors. Its elegant houses are inhabited by
several families of Sea Elves that serve as guides to the Breezefinders during sea voyages or as labour for Elven ships visiting
the city. All of Luccini’s Elves appear to be of the same clan,
called the Elthermodrians. Elthermodrian lineage is organised
along feudal lines with one ruling family handling trade and
negotiations, while the others are assigned to roles as guards,
tutors or stevedores. The Elthermodrians serve as guides and
envoys for visitors from Ulthuan.

Other Items of Note
Portomaggiore

13. The City of Stone
Over time, graves and crypts and have been constructed
aboveground to preserve the dead from dark magic permeating
the catacombs. These funerary structures are now so plentiful
that they surround the entire city, having become integrated
with the districts outside the walls. In the sprawling City of
Stone, the dead rest alongside the living. Crypts are built
mainly by devotees of Morr who are unable to afford places in
the catacombs beneath the Theatre of Ravens and the Acropolis. Many pilgrims of Morr visit the City of Stone, and some of
the older plundered crypts have been converted into shrines and
way stations for the faithful. Others are occupied by paupers
who can’t afford housing in the city.
Occasionally, necromancers and vampires have been known
to take up residence in the City of Stone. Regular patrols are
organised by the cult of Morr to flush out undesirables and
ensure the city’s safety. Several hidden entrances to the Blackstone passages are located among the crypts, but anyone who
discusses them publicly is silenced by the cult of Morr and the
Prince’s agents. Bounties are offered for turning in criminals
caught digging into sanctified soil, or expanding crypts without
a building permit

Situated to the north of Luccini, this small town boasts an
exceptionally large palazzo called the Palace of Peace located
at the town’s edge. The palace was once home to a priest of
Myrmidia who kept the shutters barred and locked at all times.
The priest remained in his great chamber hosting an eternal
feast during which captured enemies were forced to dance at
spear point until they collapsed their feet bloody ruins and
lungs bursting for air.
The prince hired many courtesans from around Tilea, and
they received a similar treatment. Courtesans unfortunate
enough to suffer injuries or disfigurements to their faces were
thrown from the upper stories of the Palace of Peace. Castoffs
who survived the fall were left to crawl away from the eternal
revelry through Portomaggiore’s dark streets. The terrified citizens huddled behind closed doors, sure that the priest’s black
garbed men-at-arms would come fetch them at the slightest
sound.
After standing abandoned for many years, the Palace of
Peace has now been re-occupied by Georgio Sideri, a young
man from Raverno with money to spend and friends to entertain. The palace once again hosts great feasts throughout the
night.

Marconi’s Firstborn

This Condotta regiment has been camped around the Plain
of Luccini for almost three years now. Marconi’s Firstborn is
a mixed regiment of horse and foot that has become more of a
brotherhood than a true mercenary company. The Firstborn are
14. The Lazaretto di Shallya
fiercely loyal, both to each other the also to the legacy of their
This small estate, owned by the Sisterhood of Shallya, is
located on the western edge of the city just outside the Aurelian brave commander Marconi who led his men from the front in
countless battles across Tilea. Marconi was killed in the battle
Walls. Here, priestesses tend to victims of the many plagues
of Lupano River when his regiment’s flank collapsed suddenly
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and Marconi’s position was overrun by the enemy, even as he
negotiated better terms with his employers.
After the battle, Marconi’s sub-commanders found his body
still clutching the Condotta document, pen in hand and arm outstretched. Proclaiming their leader’s death a miracle, they carefully embalmed his body in its final, defiant position. Marconi’s
mummified corpse remains in his luxurious command pavilion
to this day, negotiating eternally. The leaderless mercenaries
now insist that they can only accept the command of a captain
who’s able to secure even better terms than Marconi’s final
contract. Until that day comes, Marconi’s Firstborn will decide
all matters by drawing lots and debating their course amongst
themselves.

revealed as the Conte of Ventimiglia himself.
Even today, the twisting cobbled alleyways of Ventimiglia
harbour many smugglers and pirates, earning the town a reputation as a hive of villainy and scum. The current Count Ignacio Finetti, although not predisposed to piracy himself, does
little to impose law on the populace. As long as exotic goods
continue flowing through his port, he takes little interest in how
and where they were acquired.

Leopards of Luccini
Luccini’s heraldic symbol is the leopard. These beasts
were originally imported by immigrants from the Southlands
during the reign of the Nehekharan empire. Since the time
of the twins, leopards have supplanted the wolf population around Luccini. The leopards of Luccini are frequently
hunted for sport by parties of nobles clad in togas and animal
skins. Hunters arm themselves only with primitive javelins
in order to emulate the ancient sister deity, Luccina.

Capelli
This logging town on the fringes of the Sussurio forest
exports quality poplar wood for use in decorative panelling and
votive boxes. Capelli is ruled by Duke Alfonso Lupo, cousin
of Lorenzo of Luccini. Duke Alfonso can most often be found
at the Piazza Vecchio in the centre of the town, lounging in the
sun and surrounded by bodyguards and petitioners. The duke
does occasionally grant an audience to petitioners who aren’t
sort of funny-looking as long as they are from around the area.
A small sight-seeing business operates in the forest near
Capelli. Parties of nobles pay good money to visit the deeper
parts of the woods, where they hope to see the legendary,
savage half-man-half-beast creatures called Fauns. Locals tell
of more expensive trips undertaken annually on the Night of
Mystery, when tourists can celebrate dark rites with the beasts.
According to rumour, not everyone returns from these Geheimnisnacht excursions.

Aldente
At the time of the Crusades, the town now called Aldente was
used to house servants and slaves of the defeated Arabyans and
pirates. After the Crusades, the prisoners became an important
part of the town’s population and it became known as Al Gore.
Over the years, the town became famous across Tilea for the
quality of its physicians, particularly its dentists. Modern Tileans call the town Aldente, or “city of the teeth”.

Ventimiglia
The forbidding basalt walls of the Bastion of Ventimiglia
overshadow the town and harbour that nestle in the cliffs
below. Situated on the southern coast, this fortress was built as
one of many bulwarks against roving fleets sailing across the
Pirate’s Current from Sartosa.
Although the cannons and ballista of the fortress make a
forbidding sight, the town has historically created more pirates
than it’s prevented. The most notable Ventimiglian pirate was
the ‘Black Corsair’, a notorious gentleman-pirate who savaged Tilean shipping for many years before eventually being
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Contado of Luccini
Size

Ruler

Pop

Garrison

Wealth

Source

Luccini

CS

Prince Lorenzo
Lupo

196000

300a/5000c

5

Government,
Trade, Shipbuilding, Fishing

Iraklia

V

Signor Stephanos Pantheras

34

5c

1

Subsistence

Mirmathi

V

Barone Bino
Costa

78

20c

2

Agriculture

Costco

V

Debora di Coppola

56

5c

1

Subsistence

Vlacherna

V

Signor Fabrizio
Grasseli

39

1a/2b

1

Subsistence

Avrippio

ST

Conte Greta
Yanni

358

20b/70c

2

Wine, Cattle,
Fishing

F

Capo Giuliano
Adorno

200

30a/30b/100c

2

Raiding, Timber

Nearest Luccinan fort
to Cappeli

Sanatorio

V

Barone Verena
Gucci

93

20c

2

Agriculture

Produces large quantity of Olive Oil

Ariano Irpino

V

Barone Gabriella Esposito

45

5c

2

Cattle

Farming settlement,
most farmers live in
Luccini

Di Palma

ST

Doge Haline
Fiorentino

657

10b/100c

4

Vene Spazi

F

Duca Dastardli

330

90b/140c

2

Aldi

V

Barone Niccola
Pazzi

76

5c

2

Paramythia

V

Signor Omar
Muzzeti

83

10c

2

Furs, Agriculture

Minervino

V

Barone Zetico
Vitorio

60

5c

1

Subsistence

Ven. dei Chiaro

F

BaroneTonni
Testori

300

50a/100b/40c

2

Nuova Luccini

ST

Comte Nikolas
Alfresco

967

20a/80b/100c

2

Roccaforte del
Mar

Wine, Trade,
Tolls
Tolls, Raiding

Farming settlement,
most farmers live in
Luccini

Sits on the road
from Monte Castello to
Luccini
Guards the strait between Tilea and Sartosa

Agriculture,
Sheep

Farming settlement,
most farmers live in
Luccini
Garrison in the
middle of the Plain of
Luccini

Timber, Trade,
Spices, Gold

Colony located in
Lustria

*Ven. = Venerato/singular, Venerati/plural, i.e Venerati dei Chiaro, Venerato Lorenzo – Reikspeil: Venerated/Sacred of the Plains, Venerated Lorenzo
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Chapter 8: Verezzo

T

he city of Verezzo clings to the top of one of the foothills
of the Appucini Mountains. Bordered by a steep drop to
the river Riatti on the north and east, Verezzo sprawls across
the top of the hill like a mushroom. Steep walls increase Verezzo’s height and keep the city's sprawl in check, so the only
solution for those seeking protection is to build their houses
ever upwards. Verezzo's famous white-washed walls and the
towers of the rich can be seen from miles around, becoming a
shining beacon in the scorching heat of the Tilean summer. The
slopes around the city are worked by farmers trying to earn a
living from the rocky terrain.
Originally one of the many small villages dotting the Appucini Mountains, Verezzo became an important staging post for
armies around 500IC as the Orcs in the surrounding mountains
were slowly driven southwards. Around 1000 IC Verezzo had
grown enough to become the most important town in the area,
exerting its influence over the smaller villages and farmsteads
for miles around thanks to its veteran Condottieri and mercenaries. For the next hundred years or more Verezzo continued
to grow, rapidly covering the entire hilltop until laws were
eventually passed to restrict the city's sprawl and keep it defensible. Ever since, Verezzo’s walls and buildings have grown
ever taller as the city became more crowded, and ironically
harder to defend.
Early in the 15th century the city's fortunes were rapidly
reversed. Clashes with Luccini over the grain supply from the
plains and the rebellious towns along the River Riati led to a
series of disastrous defeats. Verezzo’s armies were outdated
and inexperienced, for the majority of the Orcs had been driven
out long ago. The fifty-year war, as it came to be known, was
characterised by the smaller towns changing sides repeatedly
between Luccini and Verezzo, until the Alliance of Olesi saw
them turn on both cities. Mass famine followed as a result,
forcing both Luccini and Verezzo to capitulate and sign the
humiliating treaty of 1505. A long, drawn out economic and
political recession followed.
Around 1900, the city passed into the hands of the princes
of the Lotta dynasty who slowly expanded its influence to
cover much of the territory it had lost since the fifty years war.
The Lotta princes also founded the Guild of Inventive Artificers and Engineers and many of the other guilds were formed
under their rule. While the Lotta family held onto power for
nearly 200 years, around 2250 they were replaced by a string
of unpopular dukes and princes who aggravated the population
by increasing taxes, letting marauding Condottiere pillage the
surrounding villages and even banning races around the city,
until the last prince of Verezzo, Jacopo della Lunigana came to
power in 2321. When Jacopo attempted to profit from the poor
harvests sweeping Tilea by charging almost ten times the previous price for bread with the help of the Orange Colours (mainly
the bakers and allied trades guilds) the people rebelled. An orgy
of destruction followed for nearly a week until a confederation of guilds finally restored order with the aid of newly hired
mercenaries.

Drafting up a charter in the aftermath of the riots, the guilds
publicly declared that Verezzo would become a free city run by
the people and the guilds. Elections would be determined by
votes from each city ward’s Colours. These would form the basis for the political parties that now dominate the city and host
the sporting events that the city is so famous for. The citywide
ball games and horse or chariot races are a Colour’s measure
of popularity, the more residents dressed in a particular colour
during the event, the more popular support that Colour has.
However some individuals’ political affiliations are changed
mid-match with the aid 0f a rival with a bucket of paint. Somehow though, the population manages to maintain control of the
ballot, often electing the sponsors of the most daring or entertaining teams in the annual races, instead of the most costly
team. Nowhere was this more evident than in 2502 when they
elected the Greens over the Reds after the Greens chariot team
chose to race on the treacherous sky bridges of the city rather
than through the traditional piazzas of the city bottom. Sadly
none of the Green team managed to return the next year. This
year the Blue faction led by Signor Rossi are in a clear majority and have taken out numerous loans to ensure it remains this
way when this year’s race and festival season start.

Locations in the City
1. The Viasotto
While the broad main streets that cut through the lowest
level of Verezzo are hives of industry and commerce, it does
not take long to wander into the realms of the underprivileged.
Locals know these areas as the Viasotto, comprised of a maze
of back streets with so many bridges built over them that they
stand in perpetual shadows. Typically, only the desperate and
insane stray into this level of the city, and even the city watch
gives the Viasotto a wide birth. Criminal fraternities, forbidden
cults and lepers all stalk these twilight streets, with rumours of
Ghouls, Vampires and worse dwelling in the shadows.
Most of the buildings were
once granaries, left over
from the days when grain
would be stored for year after year. Long ago left to fall
into disrepair, some enterprising landlords have converted these buildings into
tenements by erecting walls
of wood or even simply carpets reinforced with matted
layers of mud. Others stand
derelict, occupied by squatters or vermin. Nevertheless,
a few businesses are located
here, chiefly lotus houses,
pawnshops, taverns and
cheap hostels catering to the
Viasotto's citizens and rich
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bored young nobles who travel here to experience the exotic
taste of poverty.
Verezzo’s Colour Palazzi
In most Tilean cities, the associations of guilds known as
Colours each maintain a large Palazzo, which is used as a
social club where the more important members can gather.
In Verezzo these Palazzos are even more pronounced, with
the Colours being the dominant forces in the republics
political processes. Most of these Colour-houses are nestled
among the pinnacles of the city, each competing to be the
tallest, grandest and most opulent.
Some of these Palazzos were custom built while other
Colours have taken over existing structures. For example,
the Greens make their home in the old palace of the Lotta
family, once home to the Duces that ruled over the CityState, while the Reds recently moved to a new and expansive building at the very top of Verezzo’s towers. Each
Palazzo is home to extravagant parties thrown by the city’s
elite, and competition for the best of Verezzo’s entertainers,
chiefs and artisans is heated, often leading to bouts of rioting
and assassination.
While theoretically all Colours are equal, the Yellows,
Reds, Greens and Blues dominate the city, while the Whites,
Purples and Oranges are effectively marginalised. At no
time is this more evident than the “Festa della Republica”
when the elaborate voting system of the city swings into
gear to elect which party will dominate the senate next year.
This day is known for both its drunken celebration and rioting, as many brightly dressed supporters clash around the
ballet boxes

strange commodities. Stalls offering bright clothing are nestled
between bookstalls, jewellers and fortune-tellers, while initiates
stalk the balconies looking to preach and collect donations for
charity. All the while small traders offering hot savouries and
sweet foodstuffs scamper through the lines of stalls trying to
avoid being spotted by anyone too official.
Rents here are expensive, although the whole layout is so
chaotic and ever-changing that many stallholders simply fail to
pay in the hope that the landlord's enforcers never notice them.
Many stallholders are engaged in other illegal activity, with
charlatans, pickpockets and fences finding the Grain Exchange
an ideal place to practice their trades.

4. The Verezzo Guild of Accepted Magi
Located in the highest level of an impressive twelve-story
tower, the Verezzo Mages Guild is one of the few institutions
openly teaching magic outside of the Empire. Membership is
open to all citizens of Verezzo that have a vote, essentially any
male with no criminal record and his own lodgings. Being able
to master the winds of magic is not actually a requirement of
joining, and indeed the majority of members are merchants,
politicians and other leaders of society rather than actual
mages. This has led to most outsiders viewing the Guild as
a political social club rather than a serious place of magical
learning, and its ties to other magical orders are weak at best.
The guild's goals focus upon benefiting the city by restricting
magical research and casting without written permission from
the Exalted Master. In practice, this requirement for permission
limits the Guild's mages to spells and rituals dealing with masonry and other techniques of magical construction, as the city
continues in its relentless quest to expand ever upwards.

5. Cinque-scogliere
2. The Temple of Ranald
Within the twisting alleyways of the Viasotto District lies the
Verezzo temple of Ranald which dates back to before the classical age – an imposing structure decorated with many black
marble statues of cats. Here the clergy of Tilea's second most
prominent god dwell and pray, performing benedictions for the
masses.
The temple is lavishly decorated in an eclectic mix of styles
and artworks, the highest regarded of these works is located
within the temple's central chamber. Grottio's “Apostolo Sinistina” series of four frescos brings many visitors to the temple.
The first of the frescos tell of the birth of Ranald, product of
the union of Shallya with her uncle Khaine. The second shows
Khaine using the Grieve (See ToS, page 250) to murder his
brother Morr, and the third Taal banishing Shallya for her
crimes. The final fresco is prophesying, and shows an adult
Ranald striking his father with the Grieve. Needless to say,
many members of the cults of Shallya, Morr and Khaine find
these frescos blasphemous, as do many cultists of Ranald from
other cities.

3. The Grain Exchange
Once Verezzo's centre for trading in grain, the merchants
have long since abandoned this impressive building, standing almost midway between ground level and the tower tops
inhabited by Verezzo's richer citizens. Instead the Exchange
now functions as a vast indoor marketplace, with tiny stalls
crammed into the offices and lining the bronze lattice balconies.
As the owners refuse to allow permits for the sale of foodstuffs,
the Grain Exchange has become the place to buy many other

Jutting out over the city walls and over the sheer cliff face
that drops down to the River Riatti, the Cinque-scogliere is a
strange building of modern engineering that acts as Verezzo's
only docks. Here the people of Verezzo pay to have cargo and
water lifted up from the River Riatti by a system of counterweighted pulleys. Haulage fees are expensive but paying them
is preferable to driving downhill and out of the city to the river
so there are long queues and plenty of heated shouting and
disagreement over whose turn it is at the docks.
Close to the city floor, teamsters and stevedores constantly
drag cargo from here to the many warehouses that line the
streets below, predominantly consisting of the grain that is the
lifeblood of the city. Boatmen often come up with their cargo,
and many taverns, theatres and cafés surround the Cinquescogliere to cater to them. Queuing servants, bored merchants
and adventurous housewives often frequent these places as
well, giving this area of the city a distinctly cosmopolitan
atmosphere.

6. Due Torri
These two towers were originally granaries but have since
been claimed and expanded by the Dwarfs of the city. Secretive
and apart, the Due Torri are among the few towers to remain
unlinked to the rest of the city's network of bridges. Craftsmen
instead journey by one of the tower’s several Gyrocopters. The
tallest tower is nicknamed “la Provvista” and is home to most
of the Dwarf population and its supplies, while the smaller tower remains nameless. It is here that the Grothmir Clan produce
metalwork for half of Tilea, including the elaborately crafted
Galloper guns used in many of Tilea's mercenary regiments. A
three year waiting list buys the rich of Tilea some of the most
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advanced armour in the Old World, inscribed with delicately
crafted runes and litanies of devotion and protection.

7. The Verezzo Guild of Inventive Artificers and
Engineers
Verezzo is known for its inventive spirit, and the tower-tops
of Verezzo are festooned with windmills and other devices,
many of which were designed and built by Daddallo, one of the
city's most famous and inventive sons.
The Verezzo Guild of Inventive Artificers and Engineers is
located within the top level of the city, where it bustles with
specialists who flock to the Guild from as far away as the Empire, Estalia and even the Dwarf Holds. The guild specialises in
the pursuit of technology that makes living in the vertical city
easier, including vast screws to raise water from the river and
devices for harnessing wind power to drive mill-wheels.
In addition to civil engineering, Daddallo has started a trend
in working on aerial transport, such as balloons, zeppelins,
parachutes and gliders. The most advanced inventions are
Daddallo's design of pedal-powered Ornithopters and theoretical studies of Dwarf Gyrocopters. Many of these devices have
resulted in catastrophic accidents within the city resulting in
the engineers being imprisoned or exiled, including Daddallo
himself. Especially as the Dwarfs still refuse to reveal exactly
how Gyrocopters are powered.

8. The Arena
Even more so than the other cities and towns of Tilea, Verezzo is renowned for the various team games such as football
that occur informally in its piazzas and streets. With the politics
of the city dominated by the Colours, sport is a vital means of
gaining political dominance and each of the Colours spends a
small fortune each year in sponsoring athletes and hiring assassins to thwart rival teams.
At the entrance to the city's main arena stands Grottio's huge
sculpture 'The Five Graces' carved from exotic pink-veined
Trantine marble. Inside, ball games, pit fights and chariot
races are staged, watched by crowds of fevered supporters.
As is common in the vertical city, the buildings around the
arena tower over it, and many have balconies from which their

owners can watch the games without paying. Some enterprising citizens even operate restaurants upon the balconies and
bridges where one can eat as the games are played below.

9. The Sewers
While most of the city passes above the lower levels and
few people venture amongst the twisting streets and winding alleyways of Viasotto, there are levels of Verezzo that lie
deeper still below the ground. The vast storm sewer of Verezzo
is a winding network of passages allowing drainage for the
city above and housing man-made underground canals to carry
storm water and effluent.
Sewerjacks patrol here, watching for smugglers and other
criminals who use the sewers for transport and storage. The
sewers often connect to hidden areas of the city, including many cellars, ancient catacombs and other underground
chambers. Sewerjacks tell many stories about the horrors that
lurk beneath the city, including Ratmen, Ghouls and strange
one-eyed things with tentacles.
The sewerjacks have their own barracks located within the
Viasotto. The sewerjack barrack is a grim place where hardened
veterans gather to swap tall tales and drink bottles of Grappa
extorted from the gangs of smugglers in exchange for turning a
blind eye to their trade.

10. The Black Guild
Often obliquely referred to only as the “Eighth Colour”, the
Black Guild is Verezzo's most prominent guild of bodyguards
and assassins. Stabbio the Bad, an exiled Prince of Luccini,
founded the guild where he trained his henchmen in the arts of
duelling and the fencing styles of the Estalian Diestro. Merchant princes hire the guild’s bodyguards to protect them from
assassins while they move around the bridge-streets of Verezzo,
and also to assassinate their rivals.
Guild members dress in long black cloaks worn over clothing designed in the latest Tilean styles. They wear their hair
long, held back with a jewelled circlet or tied back into a long
tapering ponytail. Under their cloaks, they conceal long-swords
or rapiers along with sword breakers, stilettos and throwing
knifes. Black Guildsmen are experts at fighting amongst the
bridges and alleyways that make up Verezzo, and the guild’s
services are in high demand, rivalling the infamous assassins of
Pavona.
The most notorious modern son of the Guild is Vespero, a
young and self-indulgent nobleman of Luccini who is known
for his string of romantic affairs which often end in life or death
chases through one of Tilea's cities. Vespero has worked as a
henchman for some of Tilea's most important men, including
Borgio the Besieger when he ruled the city of Miragliano.

11. The Rossi Frecci
Perched atop the Schillaci Gate on the eastern wall of the city
is a squat landing pad belonging to a battalion of mercenaries from the town of Catrazza, led by Signora Elissa Tancredi.
Known to have a stomach for heights, these were the first
people to test the daring contraptions of the Engineers guild
and take to the skies in pedal powered wooden gliders. The
aerial mercenaries form an important scouting force for the
armies of Verezzo in the field, skilfully peppering the enemy
with crossbows while staying well out of the way of return fire.
The birdmen are a regular sight flying around the city performing daring tricks with the utmost skill, all the while remaining
in perfect formation.
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12. Palazzo Francesca

13 Temple della Girogucci Fiore

Located on the north side of Verezzo this building looks like
a non-descript tower from the street, but spreads out as it rises
until its upper stories spill out over the sky bridges of Verezzo
like some strange mushroom. This is Verezzo's oldest and most
important university, and although it pales in size compared
with the likes of Remas' or Pavona's, the Palazzo Francesca
has a reputation as one of Tilea’s most advanced. Here studies
of Medicine and Anatomy take place, the streets of Verezzo
providing a fertile source of volunteers for experiments in the
mechanical method of anatomy first formulated by Vesalius.
Run by the venerable Dottore Vergognosi, the Palazzo’s administration is rumoured to spend most of its budget persuading
the cult of Morr and city-watch to look the other way. While
the poor of the Viasotto know all too well to steer clear of the
bands of inquisitive students that emerge from the Palazzo after
dark, eager to run their own experiments.

Verezzo’s main temple of Myrmidia stands proudly in the
centre of the city; buildings huddled around it as if for warmth.
The temple is named after a venerated soul who perished in an
unfortunate incident in the Appucini Mountains near the start
of the city's history, and is run by High Priest Augusto Spazzi
and his clergy. The towers’ method of service is unusual – the
inside is crammed with benches arranged vertically around the
hollow centre while the priest gives mass from a gallery near
the top. The more pious or wealthy the visitor, the closer he sits
to the top of the shaft and the attendant priest. Services are held
daily with the High Priest himself holding mass once a month,
usually on the Kalends, this service in particular can get so
crowded it’s been known for some worshippers to fall from the
balconies.

Nearby Rivals and Allies
Olesi

Urgrim Grimlock, Dwarf Merchant
Career: Merchant (ex-Tradesman)
Main Profile
WS

BS

S

T

Ag

Int

WP

Fel

Start

43

32

26

46

21

33

40

19
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+10

+10

+5

+5

+10

+25

+20

+20

Current

48

32

31

51

31

43

55

39

A

W

SB

TB

M

Mag

IP

FP

Start

1

12

2

4

-

-

-

1

Adv

-

+4

-

-

-

-

-

-

Current

1

16

5

Secondary Profile

4

Skills: Skills: Charm. Common Knowledge (Dwarfs, Tilea, Empire ),
Drive +10, Evaluate, Evaluate, Gossip +10, Haggle +10, Perception,
Read/Write, Secret Language (Guild Tongue), Speak Language (Reikspiel, Khazlid, Tilean), Trade (Merchant +10%, Carpenter, Smith)
Talents: Dealmaker, Grudge Born Fury, Night Vision, Resistance to
Magic, Stout-hearted, Streetwise, Sturdy, Super Numerate
Armour: Light Armour (Leather Cap and Leather Jerkin)
Armour Points: Head 1, Arms 0, Body 1, Legs 0
Weapons: Hand Weapon (Ceramonial Axe), Dagger
Trappings: Rich Quarters in the “Due Torrie”, Empty Warehouse in
Luccini and Olesi, Extensive loan to the Captain of the Beowulf, Grimlock Guild Badge worth 10 GC, Scales worth 1 GC, Bitter Grudges
Background: Born in Karaz-a-Karak, Urgrim moved to Verezzo with
his family at the age of 13 after the establishment of the Grothmir holdings at the “Due Torri”. Naturally surly, Urgrim seemed ideally suited
to life as a craftsman until chance led him to secure a vital deal with the
Voreni guild of Remas. Soon Urgrim’s natural talent for mathematics
and calculus led him to become a fully bonded merchant of the Grimlock
family, bringing honour to his family and rising through the ranks of Clan
Grothmir.
The young Dwarf has recently fallen on hard times. Piracy on the high
seas has destroyed a client’s expensive cargo which was bought with a
loan from Urgrim’s family, and an ongoing audit of the family’s finances
will soon reveal the loss. Despite the oath of the manling to repay him
with interest or to take his payment in flesh, Urgrim is starting to grow increasingly nervous as he knows how fickle Humans can be. He may well
have to take the Slayer Oath if he cannot return the funds to the vaults
within the next month.
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The dukedom governed from Olesi is perfectly
positioned to interfere with trade between Remas and
Luccini, being situated on the coast halfway between
them and extending almost to the walls of Verezzo.
As a result, Olesi is an important town for any of the
major cities to control. Olesi has been thoroughly
infiltrated by agents from each city, manoeuvring to
gain the ear of the current duke. Taking the lead in the
50 years war, Olesi formed a defensive league with
the smaller settlements of the Verezzan Plain against
the forces of Verezzo, Luccini and Remas. The league
inflicted several unlikely defeats against larger forces
and established a federation of small Republican
states overseen by the city-states of Olesi, Raverno
and Terenne. The league’s mandate was to protect the
vulnerable towns and villages, but sadly, the league
collapsed over time. Centuries of subterfuge by the
mayors of Olesi had seen it slowly crush the councils
of its surrounding towns and install its own rulers.
In 1948 IC the government of Olesi itself collapsed
when a brutal dictator seized power. The coup is remembered now as one of the Four Tyrannies of Tilea.
These days, Olesi exerts little influence and has few
resources to call upon. Its court is home to a weak
duke and a horde of double-dealing sycophants and
courtiers. Occasionally Olesi’s ruler will hire a Condottiere to suppress a settlement that it judges to have
fallen out of line, or to gain some plunder for Duke
Boiardo’s treasury. Most of the inland villages now
depend on the troops of Verezzo for protection from
bandits or soldiers in the pay of Olesi. Neither Remas
nor Luccini can allow Verezzo to grow too powerful
from gorging on the carcass of the Olesi dukedom.

Raverno
This small town lies to the south of Verezzo, standing watch over the Via Diocletia and the fertile plains
leading to Luccini. The city is ruled by the heads of
the town’s guilds, and has recently declared its allegiance to Verezzo. This is mainly because of Luccini’s
repeated attempts to capture the city by force. On
one occasion in the last year attempting to infiltrate
the town with an army of mercenaries disguised as
sheep. The council ruled that as long as Verezzo pays
a fee to station Condottiere in the city, it would be far

more sensible to side with Verezzo while Luccini continues its
campaign of conquest and plunder.
Strangely, the majority of town council members disappeared
in the night last spring and haven’t been seen since. This has
left the town’s fate firmly in the hands of the venerable Doge
Alfredo Sideri and several young members of the merchants’
guild. Meanwhile Georgio Sideri, the young son of the Doge,
has won himself quite a reputation as a drunken lout. Despite
complaints of his behaviour to the Doge, Georgio’s antics have
gotten worse if anything.

Terenne
The last town before the River Riatti’s headwater, Terenne
is famous for its falconers and the quality metal ore mined
nearby. Terenne is also the protector of the small villages and
monasteries that lie deeper within the mountains, at least according to the self-styled Duke of the town. The Duke is an
ex-Condotterie named Antonio Monlecchis who served nearby
Verezzo for years. After his contract was terminated, Antonio
led his soldiers to capture the town in a bloody three-day fight
against supporters of the resident mayor, before settling down
to enjoy his retirement. Antonio makes a point of keeping the
surrounding villages happy, otherwise they would soon starve
him out. He also makes a point of publicly humiliating and
killing residents of Terenne who oppose him. Despite Verezzo’s
best attempts, its soldiers have yet to kill Antonio or intercept
the caravans of ore that are sent down to Spomanti or across
the rough mountain trails to Pugno. Antonio Monlecchi and his
men are all veteran hill fighters, and they keep their eyes open
whenever they’re near Verezzo.

Shallya’s Heart
At the source of the River Palmero, this small temple of
Shallya sits high in the mountains and is an important pilgrimage destination for the sick and the poor. Though Shallya’s
Heart is open to all disease-stricken visitors, it is most often
associated with sicknesses of the chest, fevers, asthma and the
like. Staffed entirely by women under guidance of High Priestess Lisetta Pampinea, the temple is also known for its elaborate
beacon to guide lost travellers at night. Strangely, many sufferers return fit and well but with an embarrassing rash. The high
temple in Bretonnia is said to be investigating the Tilean rash,
but has so far had more important things to deal with.Solerno’s
Passage
Threading between the bare faces of the Appucini Mountains,
this passage links Terrene to Pugno. Though long since purged
of most Greenskins, there is still considerable danger from
several tribes of Goblins that manage to lurk hidden under the
mountains. Hippogriffs can also be found occasionally, searching for food or nesting sites in the area. On rare occasions,
a tribe of Orcs can be found here uniting the Goblin tribes
before launching a minor Waagh! against the human villages
of the area. This is unusual, as most Orcs prefer a straight fight
against the settlements of the Border Princes instead and only
stumble on the pass by accident in their travels. Considerable
numbers of Nehekharan and Reman ruins can be found along
the trails up to the Appucini Mountains from Solerno’s Passage,
most of which little more than a few patches of rubble. Ancient
legends suggest that the tomb of Amenemhetum the Great lies
somewhere in this area, but the few parties who return from
treasure hunting have done so empty-handed.
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Verezzo

Size
CS

Spomanti

T

Terenne

T

Raverno

T

Milfi

V

Della Monte

M

Noochi

V

Lizzano

V

Raggebonna

V

Agrippa

V

Cittafinistre

R

Argithea

Ruler
Signor Rossi

Contado of Verezzo
Pop
Garrison
Wealth
56000
170a/1200c
4

Source
Trade, Agriculture,
Industry, Wine
Wine, Agriculture,
Cattle
Ore, Trade

Conte Jacopo
Montaperti
Conte Antonio Montecchis

3800

50b/450c

4

4500

50b/260c

3

Conte Girolamo Sordello
Podesta Diniz
dei Bibali
Condottiere
Herman Mann
Signor Roger
De Courcey
Primus Pilus
Verena Vazzi
Sanford Sonni

4000

50b/280c

3

78

20c

2

65

5a/20c

3

Silver

67

20c

3

Wine

34

5c

1

Subsistence

20

1b

1

Subsistence

Marccello
Mosca
Umberto Eco
(deceased?)

78

5c

2

Agriculture

V

Jonas Esposito

65

15c

2

Cattle, Sheep

Garibaldi

V

Doge Victor
Emmanuel

89

10c

2

Naval Supplies,
Agriculture

Alitilea

M

Podesta Tia
Carrara
Conte Quintino Neri
Signor Lazzaro Capri

235

10a/35c

3

Silver, Coal

1350

20b/50c

3

96

1a/20c

2

Cattle, Sheep,
Wine
Gold, Granite

Ven.*
Lorenzo
Monte Verde

ST
M

Notes

Agriculture, Wine,
Sheep
Agriculture

Farming settlement, most farmers live in Verezzo

Razed by Orcs,
previously a
centre of Tilean
patriotism
Farming settlement, most farmers live in Verezzo
Produces the
finest Biscotti in
Tilea

*Ven. = Venerato/singular, Venerati/plural, i.e Venerati dei Chiaro, Venerato Lorenzo – Reikspeil: Venerated/Sacred of the Plains, Venerated Lorenzo
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Chapter 9: Remas

nown affectionately as the Old Mother by its inhabitants, the city of Remas has the most chequered history
of all Tilean cities. The original Elven colony upon which
Remas is built was razed by an army of vengeful Dwarfs as
its populace fled via the city’s elaborate harbour. The tribes of
Tilea would later use Remas as the capital of the first Reman
Empire, naming both the city and the empire itself after the
greatest of their princes. The city was then razed for a second
time during the conquest of Tilea by the Nehekharan Empire.
Re-founded by the cult of Myrmidia after Macaria Medina’s
apotheosis, the city would form the capital of the second
Reman Empire which would go on to last for nearly
four hundred years. Originally planned as two
great fortresses; one housing the cult of Myrmidia
and the second containing the political apparatus
of the empire, Remas was wracked by civil war
when the Senate accused the priests of hampering the rule of the Empire and the fortresses went
their separate ways.
The city of Remas has always been a martial
city and its appearance reflects this. The high temple of Myrmidia is a fortress in its own right while the walls that surround
the city proper are some of the finest in the Old World. The
city’s houses reflect the cultures of the mercenary hordes that
have been hired from throughout the Old World. Onion-domed
temples and squat yurts from Kislev are mingled amongst the
elegant wood and lacquer constructions of the Nipponese. Simple, practical architecture from the Empire contrasts with the
ornate style of the Baroque and Gothic stonework of Tilea.
Ships of every type dot the city’s harbour and many pirate
captains find it easy to sail in and visit the city unnoticed. When
native Reman sailors turn to piracy, they tend to be even more
vicious than Sartosans. Nearly every nation in the Old World
is represented by a quarter in the city. Even the Elves have a
few immaculate streets to call home, and Elven engineers have
made small fortunes helping to preserve the structure of the
Elven harbour over the years.
Like the sea itself, the city undergoes ebbs and tides of activity. During spring and summer months, the city is practically
empty as the Reman Senate and Myrmidian temples dispatch
mercenaries for campaigns around the Old World, and ships
sail out for the trading season. In the autumn months, Remas’
harbour overflows with ships preparing for one last leg of travel
to their home ports or docking for the winter months. During
the winter months Remas is filled to near bursting by off-duty
regiments and camp followers.
Fluctuations in the city’s population have occurred throughout Tilea's history. The cult of Myrmidia has nearly bankrupted
itself hiring mercenaries to fight various wars abroad, as it did
during the Araby wars, or chosen to consolidate its political
strength through bribery and patronage, secure in its fortresstemple. Currently the city lies half empty as vast numbers of
mercenaries have been paid to head north to fight in the Storm
of Chaos and few have returned.

K

The city’s political situation has remained surprisingly stable
since the famines of 2321 drove out the princes, because the
merchants immediately formed a council to replace them. On
the Council of Fifty, five members are elected from the cult of
Myrmidia to represent the views of the Mount. The remainder are chosen from various guilds according to their political
standing. A random lottery of Council members is held each
year to name three Triumvir's who act as leaders of Remas and
determine foreign, domestic and trade policy. Despite occasional outbreaks of fighting among the Triumvir's, mediation
by the Council of Fifty has kept the peace within Remas for
200 years.
Ever since Consul Uffizi discovered a trove of Ancient Reman artefacts in the 14th century, the city has
encouraged research into the history of both of the
Reman Empires, directly leading to many aspects
of they city’s culture being modelled on the titles
and terms of this ancient empire. As Luccini contains
a large number of Reman artefacts and documents
a number of conflicts and thefts have been sponsored by Remas over the years.

Locations in the City
1. The Mount of Myrmidia
Known locally as the Mount, the largest temple in Remas
is the high emple of Myrmidia. The Mount of Myrmidia is
massive walled citadel that is effectively a state-within-a-state.
The Mount is a many-tiered fortification, with elegant but
formidable walls and towers bristling with ballistae. The Mount
is patrolled by white-cloaked, halberd-wielding guards who
are traditionally recruited from the Black Mountain regions of
Averland, Wissenland and the Border Princes.
Several Myrmidian templar orders maintain chapter houses
within the Mount, including the Knights of the Merciless
Titan, the Knights of the Sword of Glory and the Knights of
the Righteous Spear. These knights are responsible for keeping the routes between the Mount and the surrounding Tilean
settlements safe for pilgrimages to the great temple. Merchant
caravans often travel alongside patrolling bands of Myrmidian
templars to take advantage of their protection.
The priests and initiates of the Order of the Eagle serving in
the Mount consider it to be the foremost temple of Myrmidia,
for it is the historic monument marking the ascension of Myrmidia from mortal to goddess. Both are claims that the high
temple in the Estalian City of Magritta disputes and as the overall head of the Myrmidian cult currently resides in Magritta it is
the Estalian temple that is winning the dispute at the moment,
much to the annoyance of the priests of Remas

2. University of Remas
Many scholars acknowledge the University of Remas as the
oldest institution of learning in the Old World, where subjects
such as logic, reasoning, rhetoric, mechanics and advanced
agriculture were pioneered. Also home to the city’s high temple
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of Verena the many buildings of the University surround the
Tower of the Heavens, a massive tower that seems to defy
gravity with its many delicate flying buttresses.
The University temple is home to the “Summarium Sapientarum Vulgarium Fabularumque de Gentibus Mundi Antiqui,”
more commonly known as the Book of Myths. This massive volume is an ongoing record of history, although critical
scholars argue that some of the earliest references are clearly
fanciful. Nevertheless, scribes at Verenan temples around the
Old World journey here to copy pages from this mighty tome.
The great Verenan temples in Marienburg and Nuln both have
near complete copies of the Book of Myths.
The most recent scandal at the University occurred in 2499,
when due to an upsurge of religious fervour incited by the
Knights of the Holy Order of Saint Rembrand the Faithful several of the Universities staff fled the city after citizens discovered that they had links with the pirates of Sartosa. These exiles
set up a rival institution in the City of Tobaro funded by the
sale of treasures looted from the university, including the fabled
Cornetto of Remas.
Attached to one wing of the University is an entire gallery of artefacts and statues recovered from a building site
near the Black Ruins nearly a thousand years ago. Several
smaller items such as the Cornetto of Remas were found intact
in near perfect condition but many of the artefacts were found
shattered and broken. It took nearly three hundred years for
dedicated teams of archaeologists to restore just half of the
recovered objects. Now the artefacts stand on display, proud
remnants of the Elven city and the Reman Empire from over
3000 years ago. This myriad assortment of statues and columns
has inspired generations of Tileans.

ins in the dead of night, only to find grim figures clad in black
and silver engaged in acts of worship or torturing their victims,
because of this the ruins are avoided by most Remans. Recently
black clad worshippers from the ruins emerged to battle the
fearsome skeletal daemon that was unleashed upon the city
by decadent cultists, although since then the inhabitants of the
ruins have returned to their secrecy.

4. The Senate
While the head of state is effectively the Triumvirate, Remas
is also home to a senate of fifty powerful councillors who
preside over the complex business of ruling the city. The Senate
holds responsibility for debating the major political issues of
the day and passing laws created by the Triumvirate. Located in
a many-windowed building in the heart of the merchant district
that overlooks the Bay of Remas, the senate represents the most
powerful merchant houses in the city.
The senate was most recently shocked to the core when a
captain of the city guard discovered prominent senator Maria
Sarsosa draining the blood from a patrolling city watchman.
Revealed as a Lahmian vampire, Maria fled north of the River
Remo where she raised a powerful army of Undead to raze the
city to the ground. Although the Senate of Remas successfully
defeated the renegade senator’s army with a hired Condotteire
and publicly executed her this scandal has caused the senate to
lose much of the average citizens’ trust.
In theory the state still has authority over the rest of the Tilean city states as the captial of the Reman Empire. As a result
several times in Tileas history the Senatus Consultum Ultimum
or Ultimate Decree has been passed by Remas to provide an
excuse for a war or reinforce its claims upon territory. This has
had mixed results at best so its use is seen as antiquated.

3. The Black Ruins
These ruins were once a mighty temple to an unknown sun
god. The rubble is interspersed with massive statues of winged
figures wielding flaming greatswords, seemingly untouched
by whatever tragedy occurred here. Occasionally mutilated
corpses appear, crucified, at the Black Ruins, clutching signed
confessions of their research into magic, anatomy or the worship of forbidden gods. The largest building still has its domed
roof intact, decorated with an impressive fresco entitled the
‘Dawn of Doom’ by renowned artist Michele Mastrangeli. This
apocalyptic painting portrays a mirror image of Remas, but
with the temple complex portrayed as the only standing structures in a ruined, daemon-infested cityscape.
Tavern tales tell of people who have visited the Black Ru-

Solkan
The forbidden god Solkan has many names, SolKhaine, Sol-Khan (Literally Sun-King) or even
Solden, but always he is associated with the sun and
the purity of fire. Solkan was once the principal god of
Remas, first worshipped by a small group of devotees
who travelled with the survivors of Tylos. Amidst the
chaos of their escape from the doomed city the believers were promised that Solkan wanted only order and
loyalty from his followers. The Solkanites gradually drove the cults of other gods underground and
expelled the sole priestess of Myrmidia who travelled
with the refugees into the mountains. The followers
then rallied the surviving settlers and expanded their
cult through a doctrine of strength through unity. In the
aftermath of the Nehehkaran invasion, the cult became
increasingly insular and devoted to revenge. Today the
cult of Solkan is believed to have adopted the rituals of
murder embraced by worshippers of Khaine. Students
of the cult’s original tenets still exist, but worship of
Solkan is frowned upon by priests of other cults.

5. The Great Bridge
The bay of Remas is too shallow for even the nimble Elven
catamarans to dock near the city proper. To compensate, a huge
circular harbour was excavated in the bay so the great trading
ships could dock. The harbour itself is in a poor state of repair
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because the ancient Elven stonework has resisted Tilean mortar.
Colossal slabs of masonry lie scattered in the bay of Remas
posing a navigation hazard to shipping. The mighty galleys of
Remas’ fleet use these obstacles to tactical advantage, training
in defence techniques that would force hostile ships onto the
submersed masonry.
Connecting the harbour to the city itself is the Great Bridge,
an ancient and titanic Elven construction so wide that the
citizens of Remas have lined it with soaring towers, fine houses
and palaces. Integrating human structures with the existing
Elven stonework posed the challenge of ensuring that building foundations were stable. Many of the residences lining the
Great Bridge are four or five stories high and lean at precarious
angles.
The Great Bridge is one of the liveliest parts of Remas. The
lower stories of its buildings are often taken up with shops
or cafés serving fine wine or exotic Arabyan coffee. Market
stalls and wandering peddlers take up every inch of available
roadside space. Several private clubs are home to consortiums
of likeminded individuals such as rich students, merchants and
members of minor or forbidden cults.

6. The Hellenic Merchant House
Many politicians regard Luccini as the most powerful of the
Tilean city-states, but Remas glorifies the ancient past when it
was the jewel of Tilea and capitol of the Eternal Empire. Tileans regard the merchants of Remas as typically aggressive and
arrogant, and this perception is reinforced by the members of
the Hellenic merchant house. Many powerful Reman merchants
of once noble bloodlines are affiliated with Hellenic House, as
well as agitators, scholars and assassins.
On the surface Hellenic House is no different from the many
other merchant families and consortiums throughout Tilea,
but it is actually the focal point of anti-Republican sentiment
in Remas and is situated just a stone’s throw away from the
Senate building. The current mistress of the house is Duchessa
Pulcrezzia Colonna, first daughter of the aged and deposed
Duke of Remas and wife of Earl d’Bloiz of Vieux-sávoir of
Carcassonne and she plots constantly to restore an Emperor to
the throne of Remas.
The Duchess is a dark ravishing beauty, and notoriously temperamental. In particular, Pulcrezzia is critical of her courtly
entertainment and whispered rumours suggest that she frequently sends unsatisfactory performers to her personal torture
chambers.

7. The Academy di Grassi
Master Giacomo di Grassi was one of
Tilea’s finest duellists and he opened a
fencing school in the summer of 1969.
The academy specialises in training young
officers and merchants in the art of fighting with the Reman gladius, a short sword
patterned upon those created by Estalian
tribesmen before the rise of Myrmidia. Unlike the lighter, more precise foils and rapiers used by most nobles, the gladius can
cause considerable damage with a thrust.
Di Grassi’s techniques revolve around
using the gladius with modern fencing
techniques, using the short, heavy blade to
control opponents swords before finishing
them off with daggers or bucklers

A pleasant cobbled piazza lined with citrus trees serves as
the schoolyard where strapping, bare-chested young men thrust
at each other with padded training blades. Around the central
square are located many terraced buildings housing small cafés
where eligible young women, merchants and senators often
congregate to drink wine, gossip and watch the duellists in
training. Built on the foundations of patronage and vendetta,
the Academy is at the heart of Remas’ politics, one-upmanship
and its elaborate and scandalous romances.

8. The Triumvirate Walls
The Triumvirate Walls consist of three interconnected city
walls. The crumbling Old Wall encircles the Lagoon of Remas
itself. The Old Wall encompasses the run-down settlements
of fishermen and ramshackle tenements that house the city’s
poorest citizens. The buildings, thickly coated in cheap flaking
paint, run along steep streets leading from the partially embanked lagoon shore towards more prestigious houses that are
sandwiched between the Old and Middle Walls.
The Middle Wall, although newer than the Old Wall, is
still ancient by most people’s standards. It encompasses what
once was a prestigious area of Remas before the Great Bridge
became a fashionable district for Remas’ most powerful merchants to live in. The noble families that shun trade dealings,
and who are often involved in plots and schemes to dispose the
Triumvirate and return the city to royal rule live in this area
The Outer Wall is the most modern and formidable. It
reaches up to a hundred feet high in places and is fortified
with ornate towers that bristle with gun-batteries and ballistae.
Three mighty trade gates provide the main entry points to the
city itself, although several small postern gatehouses are also
inset into the Outer Wall.

9. The Old Palazzo
Standing between the Old and Middle Walls is the Old
Palazzo, the former seat of government before the rise of the
Republic. The building is now a shell of clashing architectural
styles and all the interior grandeur was looted long ago. Omilio
Mondo the Pretender most recently fortified the Old Palazzo,
but upon his death construction ceased and most of his improvements have been reduced to rubble.
Most recently, citizens have reported seeing activity around
the grounds of the Palazzo; black cloaked figures moving amidst the ruins. Speculation abounds as to whether the
cloaked figures are anarchists, cultists or even necromancers.
The governing Triumvirate is offering
a substantial reward to any citizen who
provides useful tips leading to an arrest. Of
course, the district watch house has been
flooded by dubious offers of ‘proof’ followed by demands for reward money.

10. The Temple of Morr
Standing upon the white cliffs nestled
within the city’s Old Wall, this ancient
temple has survived riots, plagues and even
abandonment on several occasions when
rival cults ousted all the priests of Morr
from the city. Unlike in Luccini, Morr has
never been a popular god in Remas, for his
priests are seen as practitioners of necromancy. Morr’s traditions are associated
with the Mortuary cult that dominated the
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Guard. While the city’s merchant princes hire
independent mercenaries to guard their exquisitely
carved palazzos, the Republican Guards have
Main Profile
acted as guardians and soldiers of the Senate since
the rise of the Republic. The Republican Guard is
WS
BS
S
T
Ag
Int
WP
Fel
funded by taxes levied upon each merchant of the
Start
32
24
31
31
38
31
37
42
city, resulting in critics describing the Guard as litAdv
+10
+10
+10
+15
+20
+15
+30
tle more than a state-sanctioned protection racket.
Current
37
29
31
31
53
46
42
67
The Guard’s barracks are located within the twin
Secondary Profile
Elven fortresses that adorn each end of the Great
Bridge overlooking the harbour and the city proper.
A
W
SB
TB
M
Mag
IP
FP
These granite fortresses are eighty feet high, supStart
1
11
3
3
2
ported by massive buttresses and constructed with
Adv
+1
+4
massive gates made of some ancient Elvish iron
recovered from the ruins of ancient Remas.
Current
1
13
3
6
2
The Republican Guards are extraordinarily
Skills: Academic Knowledge (Law, History +10), Blather, Charm,
wealthy. Each guardsman is clad in plate armour
Common Knowledge (Tilea +10), Concealment, Disguise, Dodge Blow,
embellished with gems and gold plating, and is
Gossip, Intimidate, Perception, Read/Write, Speak Language (Breton, Tilarmed with a fine sword, rapier and traditional pike.
ean +10), Suave, Super-Numerate
Traditionally each guardsman also wears a scarf of
Talents: Etiquette, Flee!, Master Orator, Public Speaking, Street Fighting the finest red silk to represent the bloodied bandArmour: Medium Armour (Chainmail Jack, Leather Cap)
ages of his comrades who were injured or lost in
battle. It has become fashionable for guardsmen
Armour Points: Head 1, Arms 0, Body 2, Legs 0
to wear scarves donated by the adoring ladies of
Weapons: Hand Weapon
Remas.
Trappings: Small office rented from the Hellenic House, Best CraftsSometimes individual Republic Guard officers
manship Clothes, Own Soapbox, Writing Kit
lose favour with the Senate. Most recently, Captain
Background: A spirited but slightly naive agitator, Benito has spent his
‘Ragged’ Ricco was instrumental in the storming
life extolling just about every cause that has run through Reman society. He of the Old Palazzo and subsequent execution of
is renowned in many circles as the measure of how well any particular trend Omilio Mondo the Pretender. After this incident
is doing. Should he support it then its almost certainly either successful or
Captain Ricco became a popular figure in the city,
about to run its course, as soon as he adopted the trend for double stitched
so the Senate regarded the young upstart as a threat
hose the sales of the garment flatlined and the single stitched variety came
and exiled him along with his company. The former
back into vogue again.
Guard captain has worked as a mercenary throughDespite this he’s popular among the common citizens for the angry rants out Tilea for the last twenty years.
he fills his speeches and his paper with. So full of the most outrageous lies
12. The Bracceschi Condotta Guild
and slanders that his audience can almost taste the spittle flying from his
mouth.
The Bracceschi guild is the largest in Tilea, boasting half the land’s Condottiere on its books and
Benito’s latests cause is that of the Rematore, the Rowers, those who
believe that Remas must focus its attention on controlling the seas of Tilea operating branch offices in other cities. The guild
with a strong and powerful navy instead of concentrating on the mercenary acts much like other Condotta guilds by serving the
forces that are Remas traditional strength. Regardless of his reputation this Condottiere as their negotiator with the city-states.
small minority group accept him gratefully as the most famous face that the The guild safehouse is also where the original copcause has and hope that just this once Benito will be right and the Rematori ies of the Condotta are stored, countersigned by all
parties with triplicate copies issued to both employgain control of the Senate and its policies
er and Condottiere for reference.
Nehekharan Empire, and it was the Nehekharans who long ago
The guild has branched out into several related fields such as
overthrew the Classical Empire of Remas.
providing
administration and logistics for the sizeable merDuring its current period of ostracism from Remas, the milicenary
armies
and acting as a handler for the pay provided
tant Morrian sect called the Fellowship of the Shroud has made
by
their
employers.
All of which has led to some suspicion
its headquarters in the nearby town of Monte Negro. Many
that
the
guild
is
not
quite
as neutral as claims, both the cult of
members of the priests from Luccini despise the Fellowship.
Myrmidia
and
the
cult
of
Verena are said to be conducting inAs a result, the Reman priests of Morr are often commanded by
vestigations
into
the
guild’s
conduct over the last several years.
their southern neighbours to act against the Fellowship.
Of particular concern recently are the guild’s contracts with the
Another major reason for the cult’s unpopularity is its pracforces defeated at Miragliano.
tice of disposing of the dead by throwing them from the cliffThe guild's day-to-day operation is overseen by an appointed
top temple into the lagoon below. Many of the city’s merchants
guild
master in each city. Bracceschi’s guild masters supervise
regard the practice as barbaric; however Remas’ fishermen are
contract
negotiations and affairs relating to other guilds and
grateful, for they believe the sunken dead are restless and act as
cults
of
the
area. Guild masters send reports and copies of all
shepherds, guiding fish into their nets.
contracts back to Remas, where they are compiled by the council of twelve who write monthly reports for Lorenzo il Moro.
11. The Republican Guard
Lorenzo is the guild’s head representative and face on Remas'
T he true military might of Remas lies in the Republican
council of fifty. Until the contracts sent to Remas have been
Benito Valente, Broadsheet Writer and Public Menace
Career: Demagogue (Ex-Agitator)
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stamped with Lorenzo’s seal and returned to the issuing guild,
no new contracts can be taken on by that branch.
The guild’s facilities include both front offices and strong
offices. Front offices are elegantly decorated quarters located
in a townhouse or villa, intended to impress clients and allow
for negotiations to be conducted in an atmosphere of civilisation and comfort. Strong offices are veritable fortresses guarded
by highly paid veteran mercenaries. At the heart of the strong
offices are the Condotta vaults which are opened only on the
order of the local guild master. Opening the Condotta vaults
requires three separate keys that are held by employees who've
served the guild for more than three years.

13. Elf Quarter
Contained within the Middle Wall along the main route
towards the docks is the Elven quarter. The Elves’ white marble
houses are separated from the rest of the city by an exquisite
inner wall, making their district almost unnaturally quiet. The
Elves have enjoyed an open contract to supply the trading
houses of Remas with goods from Ulthuan and Lustria since
2400, and there are usually several Elven trading ships either
departing or arriving at the docks every week. Several Elven
ships have permanent berths at the docks.
Some of Remas’ more radical citizens are suspicious of what
the Elves are doing inside their walls. Most citizens are content
to spread gossip of the goings-on in the Elven quarter, but
stranger folk are known to crowd around the Elven gates for
days, hoping to see just a brief glimpse of an Elf. It’s considered a mark of Ranald’s favour to rob an Elven house and
return in one piece, let alone with anything of value. Consequently, Reman Elves employ very few humans.

14. The Field of Myrmidia
This flat and muddy field is located outside the
city walls to the south of the city. The Field of
Myrmidia is where mercenaries and their leaders
pitch tents for the winter, though some manage
to secure housing in the city proper as long as
their heavy arms are left behind. Mercenary captains spend the greater portion of their winters in
the Field of Myrmidia, overseeing their soldiers
and negotiating contracts with clients until the
next campaign season starts.
When the new campaign season begins,
the fields become a recruiting ground. During
this time, thousands of prospective mercenaries crowd the field to sign on with mercenary
companies and Condotta guilds. Trestle tables
and tents crowd the area while merchants and
thieves (who according to some are essentially
the same) trawl through the crowd looking to part recruits and
mercenaries from their money.
In the summer months when mercenaries are abroad, the
Field of Myrmidia is dotted with native Remans looking to cool
down and escape the humidity of the city. While in the winter
the field almost becomes a marsh, its dank and muddy waters
adding to the fog of the city.

15. Piazza della Popolo
This vast square is the first sight that visitors see as they enter
the east trade-gate. Nearly half a mile across, the Piazza della
Popolo is a sea of activity most days. Market stalls that are
unable to set-up on the Great Bridge sell hot coffee and exotic

snacks on the western side of the Piazza della Popolo instead.
On the east side, visitors and wagons entering the city go
through the long process of inspection by the city militia and
occasionally the Republican Guard. Surrounding the Piazza are
temples and shrines dedicated to each of the major deities and
several minor ones including the merchants’ god Mercopio.
In the centre of the Piazza della Popolo is an ornate wooden
platform upon which the city’s stocks and gallows are perched.
In addition to the ten stocks on the platform, another thirty are
scattered around the piazza for punishing minor crimes such as
drunkenness. Arranged around the central platform are dozens
of stone benches for the crowds to rest or stand upon for a better view. Conveniently, the stone slabs are too heavy to serve as
weapons in the event an execution turns ugly. Executions occur
once a week, and are conducted either by hanging or beheading
depending on the crime. On feast days, the crowd may appeal
for prisoners sentenced to death to be pardoned by the cult of
Verena.

16. The Montecchi and Cappofero Families
These two family lineages extend deeply into Reman society.
Members of each family can be found in prominent positions
among both merchant and criminal circles. Most of Remas’
citizens tend to sympathise predominantly with one faction or
the other.
Crime in the city tends to be run by one of these families,
with much smaller criminal groups having to pay tribute and
treat the head of one of the families as its patron or be wiped
out. Criminals operating independently of them tend to have a
short life span but this doesn’t stop the more daring entrepreneurs trying. Raids and reprisals are commonplace,
particularly in the poorer quarters of the city. More
than one riot has started as the result of violent intrusions by rival crime gangs onto another faction’s
territory.
The heads of these powerful families, Edoardo
Montecchi and Sabino Cappofero, are watched
closely by the head of the temple of Verena in
Remas, Marcel Macaroni. High Priest Macaroni
would dearly love to have both men executed,
but his hands are tied by the same laws that he’s
required to enforce. So far, both men have proved
more than capable of ensuring that evidence never
links them directly to prosecutable crimes.

Urbino
Urbino is a prosperous fishing town and waypoint
for caravans heading towards Bretonnia and the
Empire. Urbino is also a free city, administered by
the town’s guilds with no obligations to Remas. As
a result, the town has become a fierce political battleground between the Reman and Miragliano city-states, each of which has
infiltrated the town council in an attempt to control local trade
and anchorage rights. Most councillors in Urbino are involved
in the bickering and any measures put before the council are
usually used to increase the influence of one city state or the
other.
At the moment Urbino is home to the Miragliano naval fleet
which managed to escape the destruction of its city relatively
intact. Around a thousand refugees from Miragliano are currently sheltered in temporary quarters outside the city under the
guidance of Signor Alonzo Allbergo – a prominent member of
the city’s Signori.
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Catrazza
Perched on cliffs overlooking the Tilean Sea, this small
village is barely noticeable from afar, except for the ruins of
several high towers. From these towers the inventor Daddallo
charted the flight of birds and dreamt of one day flying himself. Shortly after his first attempt at creating a flying machine,
Daddallo was promptly run out of town when his contraption
plummeted into the rocky sea, taking with it the Baron’s son.
Daddallo would spend years roaming Tilea, inventing dozens of contraptions for the princes of city-states. However, it
wasn’t until Daddallo reached Verezzo that he finally achieved
his dream. Using volunteers and a goodly amount of funding
supplied by the city, Daddallo founded his famous Birdmen. He
recruited the captains of the Birdmen from his boyhood friends
in Catrazza. Daddallo now roams the Old World as an adventurer, but his Birdmen still feature prominently in the armies of
Verezzo and other city-states.

into confession and found dead in the morning tied to posts.
Caravans are beginning to avoid the Varieno route as a result of
the ongoing atrocity.

Nonucci
The village of Nonucci is located on a small island in the
Tilean Sea along with the Fortezza di Penitente. The Fortezza
is a tall tower with a deep dungeon housing Myrmidian heretics
sentenced to life imprisonment. Heretics are given the chance
to atone for their sins by a strict regime of fasting and prayer.
Guards chosen to look after the inmates usually consider a term
of service at the Fortezza di Penitente little better than punishment, so conditions vary from strict and unpleasant to corrupt
and barely tolerable. The prison usually holds around thirty to a
hundred criminals in its cells while around twenty templars and
priests of the Order of the Raptor’s Gaze are stationed here to
watch over them.
Currently the prison’s longest serving inmates are Catarina
Farsa and Linda Verner, a Tilean and Imperial respectively.
The pair has shared the same cell for nearly twenty years, and
nowadays nobody can remember what they were originally
sentenced for. Catarina and Linda have recently launched an
appeal proclaiming their innocence, but since nobody can quite
remember what they were charged with (the women were never
actually told themselves) it’s anybody’s guess what will happen
next.

Varieno
Duke Manin has become increasingly oppressive in his rule
of this small town. First he introduced a system of passports
and taxes designed to control citizenship, meanwhile visitors
were forced to register at the city gates and have their weapons
held until they departed. Duke Manin told indignant travelling
nobles that his laws were purely intended to protect the town
from bandits and vagabonds plying the trade road from Trantio
and the Trantine Hills. However, Duke Manin’s methods have
become excessive of late. A curfew is now in effect, and several
months ago the duke sent a letter to recruit the elf Menghil
Manflayer, a renowned torturer and mercenary for hire.
A little over a month ago, a group of mercenaries arrived
in Varieno by night and swiftly slew the gate guards before
marching to the Duke’s tower. The next night, half a dozen tall
men clad in black and purple apprehended many of Varieno’s
residents on charges of treason. At dawn, Duke Manin tried and
prosecuted nearly a dozen residents as subversive agents and
subjected them to tortures so extreme that several women in the
audience fainted outright, and Old Geraldo keeled over dead
from shock. Duke Manin’s torture spree has continued since
then. People are seized from their homes late at night, tortured
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Settlement
Remas

Size
CS

Ruler
Triumvir
Poppeia, Julia,
Crassus

Pop
130000

Contado of Remas
Garrison
Wealth
350a/500b/5000c
5

Stiani

T

Triumvir
Poppeia, Julia,
Crassus

6000

100b/500c

4

Bargia

V

90

10c

2

Certainlio

V

Doge Tia
Carrara
Podesta
Theo Certamente

23

5c

1

Subsistence

Agriculture

Poggibonsi

Source
Trade, Government, Religion,
Fishing

Notes
High Temples
for most cults,
Administrative
centre
Trade, Agriculture,
Remas rules
Wine
directly, Capa
Cuoco head of
garrison
Agriculture, Cattle

V

AzzoneVisconte

53

5c

2

ST

Conte Fazio
di Gaddo

530

20b/30c

3

Ammertime

V

Lucchino
Savanrolla

25

1b

1

Settefrati

F

137

10a/30b/50c

2

Tolls

Biterbit

F

Condottiere
Luca Savoie
Capo Heinz
Zimmer

230

50b/100c

2

Tolls

Alatri

V

Armand
Gucci

34

3c

2

Agriculture

Ven.
Marco*
Celano

V

Podesta
Enzo Leoni
Hector
Endizzi

67

10c

2

40

5c

2

Nanci

V

78

5b/15c

2

Benetizio

V

Doge Bonifazio Donoratico
BaroneIgnacio Leonidas
Capo Frano
Visconte

45

5c

1

Subsistence

90

20b/40c

2

Tolls

Bibblena

Acqua
Marina

V

F

Agriculture, Tolls
on traffic, Goldsmithing
Subsistence

Agriculture, Fishing, Sheep
Cattle, Tanning

Smuggling, Agriculture

Farming settlement, most farmers live in Remas
Situated where
the Rivers Remo
and Riatti meet
Farming settlement, most farmers live in Remas
Located near the
Trantine Hills
Guards stretch
of coast leading
up to Urbimo
Farming settlement, most farmers live in Remas

Farming settlement, most farmers live in Stiani
Located near
Biterbit

Guards the
northern tip of
Remas lagoon
*Ven.= Venerato/singular, Venerati/plural, i.e Venerati dei Chiaro, Venerato Lorenzo – Reikspeil: Venerated/Sacred Souls of
the Plains, Venerated/Sacred Lorenzo
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Chapter 10: Other Areas

The once-mighty city of Miragliano was the most powerful
Tilean city, but its fate is now uncertain since it was overwhelmed by an army of Skaven in 2522. Many Tileans believe
Miragliano will be rebuilt in a few years; meanwhile others
claim it will take decades, or will never happen. Much like the
regions of the Empire devastated by the Storm of Chaos, the
ruined city of Miragliano would make an ideal starting place
for adventurers thrown together by fate.
Further details of Miragliano can be found online http://user.
cs.tu-berlin.de/~rossi/Wfrp/miragl.html

licans at the head of a mercenary army, seized power, and led
Trantio into a golden age of expansion and growth. The city has
remained a Principality ever since.
Trantio was the last of the Tilean cities to be devastated by
the Red Pox, a blight from which the city has never fully recovered. Some districts are still rumoured to be home to lurking
Skaven. The city is widely renowned for its stylish clothes and
large domed temple of Myrmidia, but otherwise it exercises
little political power in the area.
Prince Bologna di Grassi currently rules the city with the
help of a small council of merchants.

Raganos

Pavona

Raganos is a small mining community high in the Irrana
Mountains, famous for its lifelike warrior statues. The town
is perpetually caught in a tug-of-war between the Tilean city
states and Estalian Kingdoms, but thus far it has managed to
play one side off against the other and remain functionally
independent. Currently Raganos claims to be nominally Tilean,
but following the recent devastation of Miragliano the town
faces an uncertain future.

The city of Pavona rose quickly to become a serious trade
rival to Trantio, but still it remains small in comparison to other
Tilean cities. Pavona is noted for the high quality of its alchemy
and brewing industries but is now more famous for a more
sinister export. The city is ruled by Lucrezzia Belladonna who
has both founded an academy of assassins and encouraged the
alchemists to experiment with ever more potent potions.

Tobaro and Sartosa

The picturesque village of Malavigna is situated in the Trantine hills overlooking the broad sweeping River Remo. Most
villagers live simple lives that chiefly depend upon the quarrying of marble and the tending of vineyards. Even for Tilea
the village is renowned for its pragmatism. Trapped between
Trantio and Pavona the village’s population spend much of
its time switching their loyalty between the two larger cities.
Occasionally a battle is fought nearby and somehow villagers
caught up in the struggle somehow manage not only to survive
but to hold onto the greater part of the loot.
According to legend, Malavigna was originally founded by
a disinherited Bretonnian knight. Tales claim that the knight
brought only the shirt on his back, a handful of plundered grape
seeds and his mother’s recipe for distilling brandy. Whatever
the truth, Malavignan brandy is renowned throughout Tilea
today. The drink is made from triple-distilled Trantine grapes,
using the finest equipment that can be fashioned with the help
of the Dwarf artificers who flock there.
Malavigna’s success in both quarrying and brewing has attracted interest from the Republic of Remas. Currently there is
much talk among Remas’ Council of Fifty about the possibility of ‘liberating’ the village from the ‘oppression’ of Trantine
nobility. These imperialistic overtures have concerned Baroni
Dante Malavigna, who now seeks allies in Remas to discredit
the overambitious councillors.

Miragliano

Tobaro and Sartosa are major cities of Tilea, and details of
both cities can be found in the WFRP Companion.

Trantio and Pavona
Trantio and Pavona have been trade rivals for millennia,
competing for trade imports from the eastern Dwarf realms and
Border Princes. The Trantine hills that separate the cities have
seen countless battles between the mercenaries of enterprising
merchant princes. Despite the perpetual conflict, other citystates have never been able to take advantage. Every time a
foreign mercenary army appears in the region, merchants from
Trantio and Pavona band together to drive off the interloper
before they resume fighting between themselves.
In between periods of heavy fighting, there have been many
attempts at reconciliation between the rival cities. Princely
families on both sides have become intertwined through a long
succession of marriage alliances. These pacts can be short-lived
as marriages are often ended in assassination by poisoning or
other forms of foul play if the bride or groom is particularly
obnoxious.
Some Tileans speculate that if Trantio’s frequent skirmishes
with Pavona ever ceased, and the two cities managed to work
together, the region would become a major continental power
centre. More pragmatic Tileans are certain this alliance will
never happen.

Malavigna

Trantio
Trantio was one of the first cities in Tilea to become a Republic in 1400 IC. The city was home to the famous explorer
Marco Colombo who claimed to have discovered Lustria. Upon
his return to Tilea, Colombo promptly overthrew the Repub57

